Facebook (FB) – Similar to a few other mega cap write-ups, I do not think there is THAT much I can tell
you about Facebook that you do not know. The clear leader in social media, wide-reaching platforms
include Facebook, Instagram, Messenger and WhatsApp. With 1.6 billion daily active users and 2.5 billion
monthly active users, literally 1/3 the world population is using one of FB’s services at least once a month.
The importance of social media in digital advertising cannot be understated and participation from B2C is
almost required for customer acquisition and getting eyes on your product. You basically don’t exist if you
do not have a presence Facebook/Instagram. FB’s scale results in [one of] the best ad offering(s) and
their ability to collect and leverage data should snowball and further enhance the products, widening their
already staggering lead and advantage. FB has proven their ability to innovate (or steal) on an expediated
timeline, launching successful Instagram features such as Stories and now an integrated shopping
experience. The monetization of WhatsApp could be the next frontier and profit lever. FB along with the
digital advertising industry should continue to grow above GDP rates for years to come and exposure to
the equity is a must.
One of my key themes and trends is Addiction, ie. your consumer cannot stop using your product. Social
media is a form of addiction and only getting worse as children start early. An 8-year old made $26mm on
YouTube in 2019. (“U.S. Adults spent 5.9 hours per day on digital media in 2017, up from 5.6 hours the
year before and 4.3 hours in 2012. Of that, roughly one third of time spent online is on Social Media.”)

Facebook was repriced in 2019 and returned over 50% during the year, attributed mostly to multiple
expansion as earnings declined year over year. FB was a top pick in #CK2019.

THIS IS NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE. DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH AND MAKE YOUR OWN DECESIONS.

Forward EPS estimates peaked in summer 2018 and while 2020 / 2021 estimates have rebounded, the
2019 estimate has continued to trend downward. However, this is to no one’s surprise. The company
guided operating income lower and invested meaningfully (increased headcount) early in the year.
Despite this, as mentioned the stock returned 50% as the earnings multiple nearly doubled.

Currently valued at ~$600B market value, FB generated $55B in sales in 2018 and estimates are
projecting $70B in 2019 and $85B in 2020. 5-year CAGR of nearly 50% for revenue and even stronger for
EBIT/EBITDA/Net Income/EPS. FCF has also grown 40%.
While not trading at the dirt-cheap levels of 17x that of YE 2018, I estimate the business is fairly valued at
30x 2019 EPS and likely undervalued at ~23x 2020 EPS when factoring in the quality of the business and
earnings. There could easily be revenue and EPS growth reacceleration through 2020 as the economy
remains strong and advertisers keep spending and we will see early signs of how successful new
offerings are. Additionally, SG&A and other costs could come in belong expectations resulting in further
upside surprise.

No debt and $52 billion in cash as of September 2019, up $10B in the 9 months since previous year end,
Facebook remains a cash machine and essentially prints money. They are in a very flexible position to
make acquisitions and have a stellar track record of buying and integrating large transactions. There is
always the potential to see something in 2020. Pinterest? 😊
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While capex doubled and net profits took a hit in 2018, the company maintains 85% gross margins. The
margins overall are a thing of beauty with industry leading ROE, FCF, ROIC, etc. Profitability remains a
focus of the company and while taking a hit in the near term, management has displayed discipline in
longer term cost and margin control.

~45% of revenue derived from the United States, but no longer the main driver of growth. Facebook will
need to penetrate markets with higher growth but also figure out how to better monetize them. Currently,
all social media and even tech companies offering streaming services are struggling with profitability in
emerging and developed international markets. Currently, Facebook is already generating ~$34.55 in
revenue per user in the US/Canada compared to $10.68 in Europe, $3.24 in Asia-Pacific and $2.24
ROW.
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The long play off the December 2018 lows that created the #CK2019 opportunity was based on a reset of
expectations and an overshoot of negativity and sentiment. The Cambridge Analytics and $5B FTC fine
are now behind them as if they never happened. FB is a monopoly and is not going anywhere.
Today is a much different situation. The stock has strong momentum and forward estimates are rising and
investors expect better days ahead. I would be a buyer of a strong move through $210 on volume, or if
you prefer waiting for a pullback, a 200dma test at ~$190 would be a gift. I would be looking to buy a
strong bounce off $195 or higher.

Including these two great blurbs from this VIC piece below.
https://valueinvestorsclub.com/idea/FACEBOOK_INC/3819270031#description

If you enjoyed this analysis, please consider subscribing to #CK2020 which contains a write-up on each
of my Top 30 ideas for 2020.
The cost is $40 and 100% of the proceeds go to charity. More information available in the link below:
https://www.oakriverinvests.com/single-post/2019/12/24/Launch-of-CK2020

Thanks,
Kyle
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